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Smart cities
Introduction

A city is considered to be “smart” when it has implemented an infrastructure that can collect and analyse mass
quantities of data from a wide variety of industries.
For smart cities to really work they must have three critical elements
•

Strong technology at the core, which includes a critical mass of smartphones, sensors and open data portals

•

Applications to translate new data into insights and actions

•

Innovation thoughtfully designed to encourage mass adoption

Singapore
A smart city-state
Recognized as one of the world’s top three smart cities, Singapore
embraced the digital revolution in its broadest sense. Today around
94% of Singaporean government services are made available to
citizens digitally. Key domains of this transformation are health,
finance and transport.

Estonia
The smart nation
After the Soviet Union collapsed, Estonian government decided to build
a platform where all ICT infrastructure would be connected. In
less than 10 years around 97% of schools had an internet connection.
Today the average Estonian takes only three minutes to complete his
tax declarations and since 2007 has been able to vote digitally.

Sources: CB Insights, Smart Nation Singapore, e-Estonia
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Successful examples of the concept

Applied fintech innovations
Digital Payments

Digital payments are considered enablers of smart city developments. The pandemic in particular highlighted the
various economic and social benefits they can bring both to consumers and producers.
•

For citizens, digital payments provide convenience, time-savings and the opportunity to enjoy customized offers

•

For businesses, benefits include higher sales, greater transparency, improved customer data analytics, and lower transactional costs

•

For governments, it is an important tool for distributing needed social assistance to citizens and subsidies for businesses

PagoPA Platform

PayNow System

TfL Ticketing

PagoPa is the multi-channel payment
gateway sponsored by AgID (Agenzia per
l’Italia Digitale) and developed by SIA
specifically to simplify and standardise
transactions between citizens and public
entities in Italy. The scope of the project is to
reduce process costs and increase
traceability of money movements. Since
January 2022 more than €17bln of
transactions passed through the system,
with a YOY increase of +133%, while
expectation for the year are at €63bln.

PayNow is a funds transfer service
available free of charge to retail customers
of selected Singaporean banks since 2017.
Similarly to Ant, payments can be done by
simply scanning a QR code. Recently the
Monetary Authority of Singapore and the
Reserve Bank of India announced plans to
link this system to its Indian counterpart by
July 2022. The linkage will be done as to
accommodate for future innovations by
linkage participants.

Transport for London has been at the
forefront of digital payments since 2002
when they rolled out the Oyster Card.
Thanks to the introduction of the PAYG (Pay
As You Go) system, today more than 2/3 of
all journeys are paid contactless. According
to a recent report produced by the company
this is due to the reduction in barriers and
frustrations that such a network allows. The
infrastructure costs less than 14% of the
revenue generated through it.

Sources: PagoPA, TFL, PayNow, Monetary Authority of Singapore
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Main advantages of Digital Payments

Applied fintech innovations
Singapore: a case study

Digital Society

The aim is to empower every Singaporean to benefit from tech and succeed despite differences or circumstances
• By making technology more accessible to every Singaporean
• By improving Singaporean’s digital literacy

Digital Economy

Through excellent digital infrastructure and vicinity to major Asian economies Singapore intends to
• Accelerate economic growth
• Develop an ecosystem to maintain competitivity

Digital Government

With a vision based on the motto “Digital to the core, and serves with heart” Singaporean government wants to create
inclusive, seamless and personalised policies

Smart Mobility

Digitalised Healthcare

Singapore is relying on digitalization to implement an
efficient transit network. Because of the limited space available
for infrastructure incredible attention is given to efficient, safe and
reliable transportation systems. In particular to the implementation
of the so called project “Vehicle-to-Everything” (V2X), which
through 5G is aiming to make all vehicles self-driving by 2025.

TeleHealth offers integrated, seamless medical care in the form of
online medical consultations without having to go down to the
healthcare institution in person. It allows better use of resources,
greater efficiency and less stress for patients and healthcare
providers alike. On the other hand, TeleRehab allows patients to
undergo exercises in their own home – wearable Internet-ofThings IoT) devices monitor patients’ progress and transmit the
data to their therapist over a wireless network.

© Bocconi Students Fintech Society

Singapore invested heavily in transforming itself into a Smart Nation. Three main pillars characterize the city-state strategy. First,
the creation of a digital society. Second, the creation of a digital economy. Third, offering citizens a digital to the core government.

Sources: Smart Nation Singapore
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Applied fintech innovations
Singapore: a case study

Holding a far-reaching impact on the Singaporean financial services sector, Fintech innovation is one of the most influential
developments for the Smart nation initiative promoted by the Singaporean government.
Fintech in Singapore
The regulatory body responsible for the City-state’s Fintech Industry is the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Multiple initiatives are organised
each year by said institution to sustain start-ups that offers products related to banking, insurance, capital markets, payments and green
fintech.
In term of numbers according to PwC Singapore, the first nine months of 2021 saw more than US$3.5bln in financing for Singaporean fintech startups. Investment tech (P2P, ECF) and Cryptocurrencies in particular experienced the most growth, respectively at +493% and +424% on 2020.

Focus on:
The world is moving towards sustainable economic models which by 2030 could create economic opportunities worth $12 trillion a year. Through
technologies such as advanced data analytics, blockchain or artificial intelligence, green fintech can help companies and cities to
evaluate and reduce their environmental impact, and investors to channel their operations towards more sustainable assets. The Monetary
Authority of Singapore has been in this sense very active, starting in 2019 with the launch of the:

Green Finance Action Plan

Vibrant Ecosystem
Growing and scaling
FinTech solutions
beyond Singapore

Drive Partnerships
Connecting financial
parties with ESG
service providers

Trusted Data Flows
Incentivise the flow
of reliable and clear
ESG Data

Sustainable Development Goals

Singapore supports the 17 Sustainable Development Goals
adopted in 2015 by the United Nations. In particular the city
state, being a net importer of aliments, is focusing on Smart
Waste Management Systems to ensure food security.

Sources: Monetary Authority of Singapore, Department of Statistics Singapore, United Nations Development Programme, PwC Singapore
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Green Fintech

Investment opportunities
Growth Perspectives

By 2050 the United Nations projects that more than 65% of the world’s population will reside in cities and of the
41 mega cities over 10 million, projected by 2030, 13 will be over 20 million in size.
The market size of the global smart city industry is set to double, from US$410.8 billion in 2020 to US$820.7 billion by 2025.
Globally, Singapore is the current top smart city investor, followed by Tokyo, New York and London.
Regionally, the U.S., Western Europe and China account for over 70% of the world’s total spend on smart cities.
The fastest growing areas are Latin America and Japan

Focus on:
The Sustainable Development Goals Initiative has put pressure on governments to make cities sustainable, creating new investments in areas
that look to improve efficiency and achieve the aforementioned goals. The OECD specifically estimates that EUR€6.35tln a year will be required
globally to reach the targets set by the Paris Agreement.

Enabling Technologies
After 2020, Work from Home has
increased in popularity. This
created a great need for highspeed connectivity. Slightly more
than US$20bln of opportunities in
services, hardware and software
could be deployed by 2023.

Construction and Buildings
Buildings required to be net-zero
to meet the Paris agreement by
2050 is a main goal to Smart
cities. This has incentivized
Governments to created policies
which provide financial aid to
companies that make buildings
sustainable

Energy sourcing & deployment
Cities consume two thirds of the
world energy. This has created a
high pressure to transition to lowcarbon energy systems. It is
expected that investments in nextgeneration energy transmission
and smart grids will increase

Water and waste management
Urban
planners
have
been
pressured to improve drainage
and waste collection systems in
cities. One of the many solutions
proposed
involves
the
implementation of a leakage
detection system,

Sources: United Nations Development Programme, OECD, Barclays, Prove
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Sustainability

Future of smart cities

A new way of experiencing the world: the Metaverse
The increasing number of augmented reality devices and the widespread use of blockchain technology have
created a suitable environment for the Metaverse.
What is the Metaverse?
According to Meta (formerly Facebook Inc.), the metaverse can be defined as a set of virtual spaces where users are able to create and explore
together without being in the same physical space. Commercially its relevance steams from the marketability of such a new concept and the
opportunity to reduce informational asymmetry between consumers and producers.

Applications in the context of Smart Cities
Real estate industry-related and Retail are two of the best implementation examples of the Metaverse technology in relation to Smart Cities. It
allows for interior designers to create better custom-tailored solutions, while buyers can engage with companies such as Samsung directly.
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Metaverse Stores
837X is Samsung’s most ambitious metaverse experience. It
allows users to interact from their homes virtually with products
the company makes in a place that wants to replicate its flagship
store in New York. The service is made available through
Decentraland.
Blending-verse
Developed by IKEA and available for Android, iOS, IKEA Place is
an application that can be used to virtually place furnishings such
as sofas, lamps and tables where they would go once bought. An
environment friendly solution that avoids more than necessary
trips and non-recyclable waste.

Sources: Kemec, A., From Reality to Virtuality: Re-discussing Cities with the Concept of the Metaverse,
Hollensen, S., Kotler, P. and Opresnik, M.O., 2022. Metaverse–the new marketing universe. Journal of Business Strategy,
Meta Inc., Samsung, IKEA
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Future of smart cities

Working From Home is here to stay
Working From Home had an incredible impact on the use of infrastructures and services across the world.
Various smart cities are starting to rethink their development plans, with more investments into specific sectors.

Network infrastructure upgrade
Cities will invest and upgrade their network infrastructure
for more reliable connectivity, security and
management.

Consequences
Physical offices will become less important, while the
number of digital workers will increase. Better energy
management will impact positively on the environment.
Faster internet connection will allow for a climb in
productivity
and the attraction of new
talent.
Communications between citizens and institutions will be
made more straightforward and easier. A greater amount
of information will be available for everyone.
© Bocconi Students Fintech Society

Digitalizing energy storage
Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure leverages
effectively energy resources to provide grid services. Its
implementation requires substantial investments and will
be central in making the transformation of electrical
management systems a priority.

Risks
Industrial parks with low-rise buildings
The surge of WFH will create a boom for suburbs and
rural areas, halving the density of offices, shifting from
skyscrapers to industrial parks.

The balance between professional and private life will be
even more difficult to achieve. HORECA activities will have
to adapt to a new kind of demand. Cybersecurity, which
already manifested itself as a hot topic in the last two years,
will be central in guaranteeing operational continuity.

Sources: Smart City Hub, How remote work is impacting smart city development
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Following presentation may have included forward-looking statements. These statements are not historical facts, but instead represent only our belief regarding future events, many of which, by their nature, are inherently uncertain and outside of our
control. It is possible that the Firm’s actual results and financial condition may differ, possibly materially, from the anticipated results and financial condition indicated in these forward-looking statements. These materials are based on information provided by
the internet or otherwise reviewed by us. We have assumed that such estimates and forecasts have been reasonably prepared on bases reflecting the best currently available estimates and judgments. These materials are not intended to provide the sole
basis for evaluating and should not be considered a recommendation with respect to any transaction or other matter. Prior to entering any transaction you should determine, without reliance on us, the economic risks and merits as well as the legal, tax and
accounting characterizations and consequences of any such transaction. These materials do not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell or purchase any securities and are not a commitment by us to provide or arrange any financing for any transaction or to
purchase any security in connection therewith. We assume no obligation to update or otherwise revise these materials.
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